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Welcome New Members
February 2018
Helen Allison with Scout &Charlie
Helen Atkins with Robbie
Josie Baker withTeddy &Tiger
Katie Bedrossian with Chase
Mara Bontempo-Ross with Coco Chanel
Cheryl Brown with Georgie
Victoria Brown with Conrad
Oscar Cahill with Billy
Sophie Costello with Alfie
Carolyn Degotardi with Darcy
Mark Dowling with Boris
Pippa Fisher with Django
Diane Flinders with Pippa
Sue Huner with Robbie
Hayley Jordan with Ruger
Rene Keller with Indie
Kirsty and Ethan Kinch with Lexi
Eydis Konradsdottir with Caesar
Sharon Lambert with Bruce
Sara Lonergan with Loki
Jo Longhurst with Tilly
Sarah Macgillicuddy with Theo
Morgan McCullough with Parker
Kerrie McCutcheon with Millie
Jennifer Moss with Lily
Carol Margaret Payne with Tilly
Soisaeng Pine
Hattie and Ella Porteous with Zoe
Heidi Richardson with Cooper
Jarrad Robertson with Demelza
Amir Schonheim with Bosco
Leona Scott with Archer
Lucy Skinner with Percy
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March 2018
Diane Clementson with Bob
Joseth and Elaine DeGuzman with Charlie
Nick Elvin with Huey
Luca Febbraio with Crystal
Jann Hain with Zach Hain
Jacinta Hennesy-Bowden with Pat
Robyn Hynoon James with Baxter
Evan Jones with Betty
Annette Lang with Brandy
Angus Mann with Freya
Emma Milharcis with Frankie
Kristine Thomson with Max
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April New Members
Veronique Jenkins with Molly
Caitlin Fichardt with Scout
Jared Anderson with Bella
Lisa Jolley with Bailey
Robyn Jamieson with Brodie
John Kirby with Max
Katrina Heptonstall with Archie
Jenny Murphy with Billie
Elizabeth Brown with Rue
Tina Lloyd with Frankie
Cathie Rosser with Ginger & Polly
Geraldene Dobson with Buster
Chloe Brownlee with Murphie
Ray La Peyre with Cara
Marien Eastaugh with Wilbur
Diane Worsley with Eidie

Congratulations on Your Promotion
Promotions to 2nd class
Kerrie McCutcheon and Millie
Chris Pollard and Roxy
Ava Barney and Harley
Cheryl Brown and Georgie
Margaret Thomas and Bagherra
Paul Fletcher with Raffa
Jane Greaves with Maisie
Melanie Tyrrell and Mason
Matthew Weir nd Rosie
Helen and Keira
Elizabeth May with Rue
Greg May with Cookie Shannon Cross
with Chillie
Jennifer Cross with Lily
Jackie Bonnicic with Gemma
Anna Soryal with Emmy
Heidi Richardson with Copper
Kay Hogan with Clancy
Fiona Griffin with Scout
Jackie Wong With Otto
Linda Alexander with Joey
Kate Parry with Dashiell

Promotions to 3rd Class cont’d
Alison Torres and Month
Sue Williams and Solay
Nicole Guthrie and Q
Helen Shamritskaia and Kira
Jill Henderson and Copper
Ayva Barney with Harley
Mary O’Dwyer with Bingara Ben
Paul Fletcher with Raffa
Jane Greaves with Maisie

Promotions to 3rd Class
Sarah Dreverman and Charlie Brown
Terry Shawari and Kina
Mel Tyrrell and Mason
Jenny Jacobs and Scout
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50th Obedience & Rally Obedience Trial - 30 April 2018

For our 50th Annual Obedience Trial, the day
dawned just as requested – cool, pleasant & rain
free, just perfect for both dogs and handlers.
A fairly good entry of 89 in Obedience & 72 in
Rally with very few absentees gave us a very
manageable number of triallers so that we were
away from the grounds a little after 5pm ready to
drop into bed with a smug smile on our faces.
Incidents marring the day - zero. Sense of relief 100%.
The condition of our Rings left a lot to be desired
with one having been returfed only a few weeks
earlier and another top dressed just a week before
the trial but our judges & triallers were extremely
understanding & all went well.
The judges worked bravely & fairly under a cloud of
relatively few or no passes in some Obedience Rings
but our own competitors put on some amazing
teamwork to gain Qualifications & Titles in both
Obedience & Rally.

Despite sickness & home relocation of
some of our most experienced trial officials
we coped, largely because an excellent
group of members stepped ‘up to the
plate’.. Having a depleted team left
openings for younger members to take on
key areas of organisation – a positive step
for the club which needs to extend its team
of officials into the younger, vibrant age
group we are lucky to have!
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10.30am saw a halt in proceedings so that we
could celebrate our 50th Trial Birthday in style with
everyone invited to join us for morning tea and the
cutting of our birthday cake by Barbara Rogleff –
the longest standing BUT, I hasten to add, not the
oldest member by a long shot!.
Lunchtime saw another break in trialling so that
officials could enjoy the, now traditionally superb
fare of our resident chef, Kay!
Accolades to every single official & helper but
special mention must be made of just a few. Andy
& Kim, currently on health ‘R & R’ just happened,
as always, to turn up to help with the Ring setup.
You can’t keep a good man or two down! Gale
Coots, like a rabbit which pops up from every burrow, popped up
wherever & whenever something was needed & never stood still for a
moment! Finally, Denise Wigney engineered a new & expansive job
description of ‘ Trial Secretary’. Like Santa on Boxing Day, she has
recently woken from a long & essential ‘post trial’ sleep.
Thank you team – 110% satisfaction on the work of both ‘ancient &
modern’ helpers.
Judy Perrin – Trial Manager
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50th Obedience and Rally Obedience Trial
F Dress

A Great Day!
Our congratulations go to the winner of the Jim & Miriam
Powell Memorial Trophy for highest score in UD: NSDTC
member Pauline Camp with Bordalace She’s Magic (Kiera)

Winner of the Miriam Smith Trophy for Highest Scoring Club
Member was Robyn Dive and Zilara Molotov Cocktail
(Junior)

Winner of the Tartandale Bonnie Belle Trophy for for
Highest UDX qualifying score was Nad Nahas with
Singha Grey Mist
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50th Obedience and Rally Obedience Trial
Congratulations to NSDTC Club members!

Many thanks to Brenda McCloud for the Rally photos
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President’s Pen
Dear Members,
At Easter, many NSDTC members competed successfully at the Sydney Royal Easter Show in obedience, agility and
conformation. Special mention must go to Penny Dalzell and Border Collie, Zypertty for
winning Open Obedience and Winner of Winners. Congratulations Penny.
Of course most of us will never aspire to such heights and that’s ok too. At NSDTC we
focus on achieving a relationship between you and your dog that works for you. Every
relationship is unique and different. Some owners like dogs on their bed, some don’t both are acceptable. Training in the modern world is not about robotic compliance but
about empathy, communication and mutual respect so that ultimately you have the dog
you are able to enjoy to the fullest and who is able to share a busy active life with you.
Finally, a big thank you to the many, many club members who gave up their time to
make our 50th Annual Obedience Trial and Rally Trial a fun and successful day. Our
Club has a proud history of promoting canine performance sports and has grown with
the times to now include Agility, Rally, Gundog and Dancing events as well as the
Kuringai K9 Award promoting responsible pet ownership. There really is something for
every dog at Northern Suburbs.
Happy tails training,
Karin Bridge
NSDTC President

Editor’s Note
Welcome to the May-July edition of Yaps and Yelps.
It has been a busy time at NSDTC these past few months, with over 100 new
members. Welcome to the club. I hope you learn valuable skills in training your dog,
and have fun as well!
It was wonderful to attend my first Rally, and help out as a steward and observer. Very
interesting to see the dogs and their humans in action, and also all the hard work that
goes into a competition.
Karin’s Clicker workshop was also a lot of fun!
Jessie has been progressing through the obedience classes. We still have a lot to
learn. Or is that just me?
Whenever someone asks me about dog training, I tell them about NSDTC. Last week,
Jessie had an admiring posse of people around her, as she waited patiently outside my morning cafe. One person even
asked if I was a professional dog trainer! Um….No. My eleven year old came to one training session and is now showing
me how to do it! Its great when kids can learn dog training, they pick it up so quickly, but any age is good!
If there is anything you would like to see in Yaps and Yelps, or have a story to tell, please send me an email.
Linda and Jessie.
http://nsdtc.editor@gmail.com
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Congratulations to Penny Dalzell and Zypperty
Royal Easter Show Winners

On 23 March 2018, at the Royal Easter Show, Penny Dalzell and
Zypperty won the Open Obedience Class. They then had to compete
again against the Winners of all the other classes for Best in Trial, and won that too!
Zypperty had just turned 3 years old.
The Judge was Tabitha Young
from Queensland.
(Last year Zypperty also won
Best in Trial at the Easter Show,
having come 1st in Novice Class.)
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Top Tips for Winter Dog Health
II does get reasonably cold in Australia in winter,
particularly overnight. Don’t be fooled by their
luxurious fur coats – dogs acclimatise to the warmer
months just as we do, and they definitely feel the cold.
Is your dog mostly indoors or outdoors?
Some dogs spend all winter (and every other season!)
inside the house lazing about on the sofa while their
families hand feed them eye fillet served medium-rare.
Others race around backyards, barrel back and forth
in the local park, and splash in every mud puddle
within reach. And there are some, like my two dogs,
that live a fairly even balance of the two.
It’s a great idea to keep your dog’s lifestyle in mind
when considering their needs during the colder
months.

consuming as many calories as the dog outside
experiencing colder temperatures and staying active.
You may need to adjust your pooch’s diet to ensure
they don’t become too fat or lose too much weight.
Don’t forget to always have a source of clean, fresh
water available as well.

Protection from the elements - all dogs need some
shelter.
Coats and jackets– not only do they look schmick, but
they are a really great idea for helping dogs to stay
warm, especially small dogs, dogs with short coats ,
and dogs without a lot of body fat.
Raised, padded beds – Outdoor beds or kennels need
to be raised so the cold and damp from the ground
doesn’t seep in. Some nice padding and blankets are
also important for comfort, particularly for creaky older
dogs who may be experiencing some arthritis.

Exercise
How nice is it to curl up on the sofa with a movie or a
good book when the weather’s rubbish! Snuggle time
indoors is great, but it’s still important to brave the
weather the name of exercise. A sedentary lifestyle
isn’t good for us or our furkids. So throw on a coat and
get out there!
If you peek out the window and it’s just too hideous
outside to even contemplate a walk, improvise! There
are loads of ways you and your dog can have fun in
the house. Do some tricks training, hide some little
treats around the place, or just have a play.

Diet
As you can imagine, the dog that snuggles up inside
by the toasty warm fire all day should generally not be

Health Concerns
Being cold puts extra stress on bodies. This can lead
to reduced immune function and a greater
susceptibility to getting sick. This is of extra relevance
in the very young, very old and immunocompromised.
Just like for us, the aches and pains of arthritis or old
injuries will be exacerbated by cold and inactivity. For
a guide on helping dogs with arthritis, check out
Arthritis in Dogs – Seven Ways you can Ease the Pain
Thanks to Dr Jo from Creatureclinic.com for this arrticle and pics. Dr Jo
is a Melbourne-based Veterinarian.
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Education Talk
Karin Bridge

“Everything you wanted to know about clicker training but were
afraid to ask”
Over 30 people gathered together in the clubhouse to listen to Karin Bridge give an extensive and
often amusing overview of the fundamentals of clicker training for dogs. In a very snappy overview of
clicker training prior to a practical session Karin covered areas such as:
• The importance of a marker for desired behaviour, whether it be
verbal, a sign (as with deaf dogs) or the clicker followed by the
reward, for example predominantly food, or a toy .
• The speed with which dogs will learn behaviours through shaping in
particular (as per Karin’s demonstration with Heidi) using markers
and rewards.
• How to use the clicker or other marker to give dogs feedback at the
exact time of the desired behaviour
As part of the presentation Karin invited Maureen Bishop to play the
part of a dog in order to demonstrate how to shape a behaviour.
Maureen was asked to leave the room while the group decided on a
shaping exercise. Upon her return Maureen offered behaviours.
Maureen heard a click every time she performed a correct behaviour
that approximated or became part of the endpoint behaviour. She
didn’t hear a click if the behaviour offered was irrelevant to the final
action. And so, quickly understanding those behaviours that would
lead to a successful completion, and fading the behaviours that received no feedback, Maureen
speedily was rewarded with her final click and a cheer from the audience!
And then it was the members’ turn. Spilling out on to the paddock we worked in pairs with clickers to
shape our partners. The enjoyment and sense of success in folk was palpable as it became clear how
effective clicker training can be.
The evening was finally wrapped up with Karin giving a demonstration with Heidi, Lana Partridge’s
young dog, who had not previously been clicker trained. Heidi very quickly learned that the clicker
meant that a treat was imminent. You could almost seen her mind working ‘how can I get that woman
to click that thing, so I can get a treat.’ It didn’t take long before she understood that ‘all four paws on
the floor’ meant a treat was imminent.
Handlers will be returning with their own dogs on April 11, 7.30 in the clubhouse, clickers in hand, for
a handler dog clicker training workshop.
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Education Talk
Karin Bridge

Follow Up Workshop, April 11
Clicker with Dogs and Handlers

Around 30 people and 20 dogs
congregated for the second clicker
workshop. Prior to the workshop
participants had been asked to rank their
choice of activities out of six on offer. The
possible choices included loose leash
walking, heeling, cone work, perch work,
beginning retrieve and target touches.
Spending half an hour with each activity in
groups of four, handlers circulated to their
chosen selections over one and a half
hours with a quick round up in the
clubhouse as 9.30 approached.

A fun night was the general feedback, with handlers
revelling in some of the successes they had
enjoyed with their dogs, and some of the new skills
they had learned.
A big thank you to Karin Bridge, our president, for
putting so much hard work into what proved to be a
successful evening.

Anna Uther’s dog Chino, doing someClicker training
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Next Education Talk

Teaching a Dog to Jump
Pat Walsh
Dogs love to jump and handlers love to see
their dogs having fun when they do jump. But
sometimes it is hard to know where to start to
teach your dog to jump. Learning from Pat will
make it fun, easy, logical and achievable.

June 2
12.15– 1.15 PM

So, if you are interested in teaching your dog to jump, either for interest and
fun, or because you need to learn for one or any of the dog sports in which you
are taking part, then come along and meet Pat, a great teacher, outside the
clubhouse at 12.15 on June 2.
A BRIEF PROFILE OF PAT
Pat Walsh is a long time member of Northern
Suburbs Dog Training Club, and began
training dogs in obedience and agility in the
late 70s. Her passion for both these dog
sports has led Pat to enjoy great success in
both agility and obedience trialling over the
years with many dogs. Pat’s current two
dogs are Angel and Pixie. Angel gained her
Agility Championship in 2017, and her Rally
O Championship this year. Pixie, the latest
acquisition to the fold, after starting to learn
Agility at the tender age of 8 years, has also
gained all of her Excellent Titles in Agility,
Jumping, Snooker, Strategic Pairs and her
Novice Title in Gamblers.
As she has been obsessed (Pat’s own word) with the wonderful world of agility she decided to become a judge
and really enjoys this aspect of the sport as well.

Register by email to Sally Stawman at frinton1@bigpond.com
On the NSDTC Facebook page or by signing the registration form in the clubhouse
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An Angel Becomes a Dual Champion

Congratulations to member/
instructor Pat Walsh and her
Keeshond ANGEL for
becoming the first of her
breed in Australia (and
possibly the first of any
breed) to earn both an
AGILITY CHAMPION title
and a RALLY OBEDIENCE
CHAMPION title.
Pat says that Angel has
always lived up to her name.
“She has a beautiful
temperament and is the perfect companion both at home and on the field”. In
Cooma last December , Angel completed the tenth and last leg of her Rally
Championship by scoring over 90 points in Masters level competition including
one perfect score of 100.
Pat has long championed the crossbred rescue dog and it’s place in
performance sports. From the 90’s she had a succession of five successful
Keeshond crosses. One, Annika was particularly outstanding winning a major
agility event – The Balder Trophy five times and representing NSW on several
State teams. Pat, an agility judge herself, also had great success with another
rescue mix Venus – again becoming an Agility Champion. Venus was very
lucky to have fallen into life with Pat and her ‘girls’ despite NOT being a
Keeshond cross!
Pat – now over 70 years young, is truly an all round accomplished trainer in
obedience, agility and rally though she dismisses the credit in favor of her
dogs. In her own words ,
“And, by the way, it wasn't me that did all the hard work - Angel had to cope
with a doddery old woman who couldn't remember a course to save herself “.
Meanwhile Pat’s other Keeshond ‘Pixie’ –whom she adopted as a mature dog
from an old friend recently achieved her Rally Masters’ title. With so much
success I think the handler must have something to do with it!
Congratulations Pat and Angel!
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Vale Sandy Fry
Sandy Fry - - a name synonymous with a
love of dogs, of children and of teaching.
A much loved and respected lady in
many areas of the dog world – instructor,
trialler, Golden Retriever breeder,
Organiser but above all, friend of many.
Sandy came from the ‘old school’ of
Obedience instructors and, though she
made many changes to her training
methods in recent years, the ‘no
nonsense’, firm control of the dogs never
left her.
Sandy struggled courageously with ill
health through several periods of her life
but she happily & lovingly raised her
large family & trained dogs of breeds as
diverse as a Great Dane, a Border
Collie, and two Golden Retrievers to
achieve Obedience Championships.
Sandy established, along with NSDTC members, the ‘ Hornsby KuRingGai Emergency
Management Committee Volunteer Group,’whose job it was to help care for or temporarily
rehome Companion Animals which were evacuated during bushfire & storm.
To Northern Suburbs & Metro Midweek Dog Training Clubs she was a mainstay of every
activity come rain, hail or shine. A staunch supporter of our Club traditions and high
standards made her a formidable member during decision times!
This gentle, caring, talented yet determined lady is sadly missed now and will be well into
the future of NSDTC.

Sleep in peace, Sandy

nsdogtraining.org.au
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Puppy Pages - Reward based training
By Ginny Legh
What is it?
Reward based training uses positive reinforcement training methods. A
suitable reward is provided every time your puppy performs a desired
behaviour. Unwanted behaviours are ignored & not rewarded & will
eventually self extinguish.
What does it do?
Reward based training results in your puppy being happy & keen to learn. They’ll really enjoy working with you.
They’ll listen to you, pay attention & focus on you. Learning becomes an easy & pleasurable experience for all.
Types of rewards
Rewards for puppies come in many guises such as food, your voice, pats & toys.
Value of rewards
Each puppy places a different value on each type of reward. Some much prefer food or toys, some really like pats
& cuddles, some react most positively to your voice.
Food treats need to be very tasty, completely different to the food they get every day & it’s best to have a selection
in your treat bag. When training your pup at home, each session should last no longer than 5 minutes.
So how do you reward your pup appropriately?
•
Choose foods that your pup sees as high value treats. Some of the favourites are devon, cooked chicken
or sausages, small meaty scraps from a leg of lamb, a beef roast or a steak & a little cheddar cheese.
•
Give treats generously & use a happy sounding voice when teaching & practising all exercises whether
you’re at home, out on walks or in a leash free park.
•
Food treats for puppies should be tiny, really tiny - no bigger than your little finger nail. You’ll find you can
quickly give your pup 2 - 3 treats of this size & they’ll think they’ve hit the jackpot.
•
Jackpots - if your pup does something really well, then quickly reward them with your voice, lots of pats &
cuddles & feed 5 - 6 treats in quick succession. Use the cue word jackpot - pups soon learn the meaning
of the word & will get really excited whenever you say it.
•
All rewards must be given within a couple of seconds of the wanted behaviour occurring otherwise they
won’t know what they’re being rewarded for.
•
Use a bridging or marker word, like yes, to instantly mark the moment when your pup did the right thing.
Immediately follow with a reward. Pups soon learn to love the sound of this praise word.
•
Jackpots & enthusiastic praise are wonderful ways of waking up a lagging or bored pup (but make sure
they’ve really earned it)
•
As you progress further with their training you’ll stop luring, but make sure you always have tiny treats at
the ready & give them generously.
•
Start by randomising the giving of treats & intersperse them with voice only rewards, in other words you’ll
keep your pup guessing as to when the next treat will appear.
•
Once your pup knows the exercise you can reward with yes every time they do it correctly & randomise
the giving of treats even more.
•
Always remember, a particularly good response should earn a jackpot
We suggest you always have some treats in your pocket, even at home, so if you give a cue word (for example you
ask your pup to sit) & your pup does as you ask, you can reward with yes & a treat.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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All You’ll Need To Know
• New Members - enrolment between 2.15 - 2.45pm every second Saturday. Please check the website for enrolment day
dates. Online enrolment is also available at nsdogtraining.org.au.
• All dogs must be FULLY IMMUNISED (Veterinary Certificate required plus 2 weeks from date of last vaccination).
Please read NSDTC Vaccination Policy on the next page.
• Junior Members are 12 to 15 years of age.
• Training equipment (leads, training collars, etc) can be purchased at the Clubhouse.
• Before starting Agility dogs must be at least 1 year old & in Third Class or above. New memberships for Agility can only
be accepted on Saturday afternoons.
Membership Fees:
• 1 June to 31 October - $120
• 1 November to 31 January - $80
• 1 February to 31 May - $60
• If training more than one dog - $20.00 extra per annum for second dog, third or more free
• Pensioners, Juniors, Instructors & Management Committee members $30.00 (no half yearly concessions)
Membership Renewal: Due by 30 June each year. Announcements will be made in June as to how to renew and
renewals can be completed via the website nsdugtraining.org.au or at the membership desk.
Training is held in the Dog Rings at St Ives Showground every Saturday, February - November inclusive.
NB. NO training on Public Holidays. Please check the website calendar for No Training Dates.
If training is cancelled due to weather you will find a message on the website (nsdogtraining.org.au) and on the club
Facebook page (Northern Suburbs Dog Training Club).
The club's Extreme Weather Policy (Temperature) for cancelling training is Agility over 30oC in the shade and Obedience
over 32oC in the shade. A post will be put on the club's Facebook page by 8am for Agility and 11am for Obedience.
Club Newsletter: The Club journal is available at the enrolment table or can be viewed on our website
nsdogtraining.org.au. Articles are welcomed & may be left at the table or emailed to nsdtc.editor@gmail.com

Club Enquiries: Ginny Legh 9489 1554
Membership Enquiries: Pam Rutledge pamru@bigpond.net.au
Parking
Please park on the LEFT of the road as you enter the showground or near the picnic area beside the Douglas Pickering
Pavilion.
The parking area on the right, nearer the Clubhouse, is for ‘on duty’ Club Members who need to leave their dogs in the car,
carry equipment, etc. Thank you.

Club & Use of Grounds Guidelines
These guidelines are for the benefit of all members & the general public who use St Ives Showground.
· All dogs must be on lead during club training times (except when off lead work is directed by an instructor during class).
· Dog droppings must be cleaned up & placed in a bin.
· Always wear your name tag.
· The dog rings are a leash free area EXCEPT on Saturdays.
· The main oval may be used for leash free exercise, so long as no other organised event is taking place.

nsdogtraining.org.au
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NSDTC Inc Vaccination Policy Up-dated September 2010
NSDTC requires a minimum C3 (distemper, hepatitis, parvovirus) vaccination administered after the age of 12 weeks for all
puppies less than 12 months old.
Please Note. A delay of two weeks after the final puppy vaccinations is required before puppies are permitted to join
classes.
All adult dogs (over 12 months old) joining or renewing, must have had at least a C3 vaccination administered after 12
months of age. Triennial (3-yearly)
C3 vaccination is considered acceptable thereafter.
Dogs joining or renewing over the age of 4 years that have not had a C3 vaccination in the preceding 3 years must be
referred to the Club Vet officer or official nominee.
Veterinary certificates showing adequate antibody titres* to distemper, hepatitis & parvovirus will be accepted by NSDTC for
all adult dogs as long as they are dated within the preceding 12 months.
*Adequate antibody titres for distemper, hepatitis & parvovirus are considered to be > 1: 20
As Bordetella & Parainfluenza (both agents causing canine cough) are not generally life threatening to healthy dogs, these
vaccinations would be optional, but recommended & owners are reminded these may be required by boarding kennels.

Patrons
Mayor of Ku-ring-gai

President:
Club Secretary:
Treasurer:
Vice Presidents:
Chief Instructors:

Committee Of Management - Office Bearers
Karin Bridge
0409 226 838
Gael Goldsack
94495774 or 0409 227 079
Phil Palangas
0409 458 400
Kim Dowding
0427 657 404
Maggie Young
0410 517 986
Jennifer Hamilton
0452211773
(Agility)
Judy Perrin
0412901492
(Obedience)

Assistant Treasurer:
Club Librarians:
Clubhouse Coordinator/Catering:
Committee (general):
DWD Coordinator:
Ku-ring-gai K9 Co-ordinator:
Membership Secretary:
Membership Team Members:
Newsletter Editor
Obedience Demo Team Coordinator:
Rally O Coordinator:
Social Secretary:
Title Trophy Mementos Officer:
Training Equipment (sales) Officer:
Training & Trial Equipment Officer:
Website
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Committee Members
Gale Coutts
Penny Dalzell, Virginia Pennefather & Eve Park
Rebecca Braid
Pat Walsh
Penny Dalzell
Sharon Househam
Kala Raghu
Lana Partridge & Noelle Deshon
Linda Zanella
John Jonker
Di Hollett
Sue Guthrie
Karin Bridge
Gale Coutts
John Jonker
Steve Si
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Obedience, Rally O & RATG Trial Committee

Agility Trial Committee

Trial Secretary:

Denise Wigney

Trial Secretary:

Tsuey Hiu

Trial Manager:

Tracy Geary (Chair)

Trial Manager:

Karin Bridge

Chief Steward:

Gael Goldsack (Obedience)

Chief Steward:

Melinda Duker

Gael Coutts (Rally-O)

Trophy Officer:

Maggie Young (Chair)

Trophy Officer:

Denise Wigney

Trial Equipment Officers: John Jonker
Trial Catering Officers: Kay Hogan & Sharon Househam

Education Sub-Committee
Sally Stawman (Chair), Karin Bridge, Gael Goldsack, Jennifer Hamilton, Sharon Housham, Judy
Perrin, Pat Walsh & Di Hollett.

Dances with Dogs Sub Committee

Inter-club Challenge Coordinator

Penny Dalzell & Ginny Legh

Penny Dalzell

What Class Am I In?
After your first lesson, your classes are called

Puppy Class for
New Members with puppies under
9 months

First Class for
New Members with dogs 9
months old & over

Puppy Class - Weeks 2, 3 & 4 or
First Class - Weeks 2, 3 & 4
Every new member is given a GREEN LEAD - please use it in class
Please wear your membership badge with your name on it
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Diary Dates

Date
ember
M
w
e
N
ay
Sat 5 M ay
M
6
2
t
Sa
J une
Sat 16 une
J
Sat 30

Promo
tion
Sat 2nd Test Dates:
Sat 4 A June 2pm
ugus t 2
pm

s:

Annua
l Ge
Sat 25th neral Meetin
g:
August
4pm

Meeting Dates:
Committee Meeting Wed 23 May 7.30pm
General Meeting Sat 23 June 4pm
Instructors Meeting Sat 2 June 4.15pm
Committee meeting Wed 25 July 7.30pm
Instructors meeting Sat 11 August

:
Other Important Dates ls due
wa
ne
Re
hip
ers
mb
Me
Sat 30 June
al
Tri
ility
Ag
Sunday 5 August

Education Ta
lks:
Sat 2nd June
12.15-1.15pm
- Pat Walsh
“Teaching a D
og to Jump”
Sat Sun 9/10
June - Sue H
ogben Obedien
ce
Workshop
No Training Dates:
Sat 19 May - St Ives Show
end
Sat 9 June - Long Week
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